
CTOUCH Riva D2 is the answer for schools 
looking for a cost-effective, future proof 

teaching solution. Offering a great writing 
experience, crisp sound and the power  

to run all teaching tools, 

CTOUCH Riva D2 fits perfectly in any classroom. 
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The right fit for any classroom

 c Excellent, precise handwriting experience

Thanks to zero air gap and TrueBeam Touch+ technology, writing on 

CTOUCH Riva D2 is incredibly accurate and smooth.  

The only limitation? Bad handwriting. 

 c All the tools for hybrid teaching 

CTOUCH Riva D2 is well suited for hybrid teaching. It features a  

built-in 4 array microphone, crisp 50W audio speakers, bright, vivid colours 

and built-in WiFi 6 to easily connect to the internet.

 c Invite students to share their work wirelessly

Unlimited mirroring functionality with the EShare application is included 

with Riva D2. EShare allows students to wirelessly share their device to the 

touchscreen, regardless of their OS of choice. Windows, Android, Apple - all 

are compatible with EShare. With this full EShare license, up to 50 users can 

attend a session of which up to 9 can be shown simultaneously.   

 c Experience Android 11 in all its glory 

Users of CTOUCH Riva D2 will enjoy up-to-date security and app support for 

years to come, due to its actively supported Android 11 operating system.

 c Enjoy Riva D2 for a lifetime with Heartbeat Safe – free for 1 year! 

Want to enjoy Riva D2 even longer? Just enroll in the CTOUCH Heartbeat 

programme to receive a lifetime of security and functionality updates and 

access to remote management tools and trainings. At the end of its lifetime, 

we will repurpose the touchscreen. The CTOUCH Riva D2 even comes with  

1 year Heartbeat Safe for free!  
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Teaching disruptions are a thorn in the side for any teacher across the globe. 

They need classroom solutions they can count on. CTOUCH Riva D2 is  

that solution. 

CTOUCH Riva D2 is made to enrich classes. It is a completely open platform, 

so no matter the preferred teaching software - D2 can handle it. Equipped 

with the latest technology and an accurate writing experience, this 

touchscreen will lift any class to a higher level. 

Whether the lesson  takes place in the classroom or online, CTOUCH  

Riva D2 is the teacher’s perfect companion to inspire and bring a smile to 

pupils’ faces. 
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